This paper describes how, through the utilization of the Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM), a UML profile for expressing OWL constructs in that language, one can combine the power of semantic modeling done in OWL with the substantive advantages associated with the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) software design approach, namely, the reduction in cost and time required to update and maintain complex information models, and the improved quality of their physical implementations.
INTRODUCTION
Using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [1] to model information can have great benefits. It is semantically richer than many commonly used models, such as entity-relationship (ER) diagrams for relational database systems or class diagrams for information models. The W3C [2] , which is responsible for OWL, does not endorse a standard graphical representation, but the Object Management Group's Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) [3] defines how to use the Unified Modeling Language [4] (UML)'s wellknown class diagram notation to depict OWL ontologies.
As OWL grows in popularity, it is reasonable to expect that many organizations will want to use OWL for their information models. This raises the question of the most efficient way an organization can produce its OWL-based model, especially if (as is common) it already has a significant investment in another model. A second and equally important question is what an organization does with its OWL model: An organization with a significant investment in using a relational database system for data persistence may be loath to abandon that model. In other words, it may want to use the ontology as a specification but continue using RDBMS technology as the implementation until it has the resources to update all its systems.
This paper describes our experience converting a legacy ER-based information model to OWL, and using that OWL model as the basis for generating DBMS and other implementations. The methodology is broadly applicable. It relies on well-known standards and technologies, in particular OWL, UML, and the Model Driven Architecture. [5] 2.
GENERATING OWL ONTOLOGIES FROM LEGACY SPECIFICATIONS
Trying to produce an OWL model from scratch for a complex domain can be a daunting and timeconsuming effort. Fortunately, in many cases, extensive modeling work for a domain may already have been done as part of the development of a web-based solution application.
Figure 1. MIP Information Resource Dictionary Model for ER Metadata Specifications
Typically, these solutions conform to a three-tier architecture and have their persistence layer implemented via a relational database. In those cases, the associated specifications may be either readily available, or can be easily reverse-engineered using commercial implementations of entity-relation (ER) modeling languages, such as IDEF1-X.
The methodology we have developed takes advantage of the fact that all the essential metadata specifications for any database ER model can be captured in an information resource dictionary (IRD). Figure 1 above shows a subset of the IRD used by the Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP). [6] This IRD is known as the MIRD (MIP IRD).
Any legacy database ER specification re-expressed using the MIRD vocabulary can then be utilized to produce the corresponding OWL counterpart in accordance with the workflow shown in Figure 2 below. The key step in the above-mentioned workflow is the utilization of the MIRD2OWL tool, which is a Python script that connects to a database server containing an implementation of the MIRD, and then applies a series of conversion rules to its contents, e.g., recasting every instance in the ENTITY table into an OWL Class, every relationship into an OWL ObjectProperty, etc. The MIRD2OWL tool writes the results to a file, the contents of which are a collection of RDF triples.
Obviously, given the input it uses, the OWL specifications produced by the MIRD2OWL tool contain constructs that make sense mainly in a relational database implementation, and, therefore, it is assumed that within a real development cycle that starts with ER legacy specifications there will be a refinement phase of the initial, mechanically produced OWL model before embarking into the next phase, namely, its conversion into a UML model written with the ODM profile.
Figure 2. Workflow for Generating OWL Specifications out of Legacy ER Specifications

GENERATING A UML MODEL FROM AN OWL SPECIFICATION
The OWL file produced via the MIRD2OWL tool can serve as a formal specification of an information model, but it lacks readability. The available OWL editors present visual models of OWL to varying degrees but have limited support for graphical editing. The Object Management Group has proposed the Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) profile to address this deficiency. ODM specifies a UML profile for OWL, namely, a collection of stereotypes that direct how to use UML elements to express OWL syntax and semantics. The result is a graphical presentation of an ontology using OMG's familiar class modeling notation.
The application of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) software design approach requires the existence of a UML model that can serve as the Platform Independent Model (PIM) out of which, via a mechanism such as the application of Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [7] scripts, the user can generate any desired Platform Specific Model (PSM).
With the release of the ODM UML profile by the OMG it has become possible to develop OWL models within any standard commercial UML modeling tool that supports that profile.
For our demonstration we developed an implementation of the ODM profile that can be used with the Sparx Systems Enterprise Architect (SPARX EA) UML modeling tool. [8] The profile is not fully conformant with the ODM standard. When we started, the available version of ODM was 1.0, which supported OWL 1 but not OWL 2. The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) was in communication with the ODM Revision Task Force and adopted its general directions towards OWL 2. As of this writing, the current version of ODM is 1.1 beta. SPARX EA's capabilities cannot fully support 1.1 beta, and thus, to that extent, we have deviated from the ODM standard.
Leveraging SPARX EA's Java application programming interface (API), the team built a tool called OWL2EA that can ingest an OWL file and generate the corresponding UML model with the required stereotypes for each of the OWL constructs. Figure 3 below shows the overall concept. Starting with an existing ER specification, such as the one for the Joint Consultation, Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM) [9] that has been loaded into a MIRD database, the corresponding OWL specification is produced through the MIRD2OWL tool, and then converted into a PIM written in accordance with the ODM profile using the OWL2EA tool. The JC3IEDM OWL PIM can then be transformed into desired JC3IEDM PSMs, such as a relational database representation of the OWL specifications or an XSD model for defining the structure of XML-based C2 exchanges among JC3IEDM-conformant systems. The details of those transformations are discussed in the following sections. 
THE JC3IEDM OWL PIM
Before proceeding to discuss the use of QVT scripts it is worthwhile to spend a few moments understanding some of the choices made in the generation of the JC3IEDM OWL PIM. For simplicity we will highlight the major features of the OWL model using a small subset of the JC3IEDM entities and relationships. [10] Figure 4 above shows a subview of the JC3IEDM corresponding to a generalization of the concept of "structure," which currently is defined only for one of the subtypes of ObjectItem, namely, Organisation. [11] The applicability and utility of such a construct within the Army's Business Mission Area (BMA) has been recently explored by the authors. [12] is-the-object-of is-the-subject-of is-configured-as-specified-in / specifies-the-configuration-of
As shown in Figure 4 , any tree-like structure of any depth whose nodes may be instances of any of the five subtypes of ObjectItem can be built by defining pairwise associations among those instances and recording them in the ObjectItemAssociation table.
Once these associations have been created, the instance of ObjectItem that serves as the root of the tree, in other words, the instance for which the tree-like structure is being defined, can be associated with an instance of ObjectItemStructure. An instance of ObjectItem may be associated with any number of instances of ObjectItemStructure, each of which is uniquely identifiable, and to which a meaningful name can be given. The actual composition of each of the instances of ObjectItemStructure occurs through the ObjectItemStructureDetail, which serves to filter those instances of ObjectItemAssociation that actually pertain to the structure being defined out of all the existing instances in that table.
Figure 5. Detailed View of the JC3IEDM ObjectItem and ObjectItemAssociation Constructs
A recasting of the four entities, five relationships, and six base attributes -there is no need to consider the primary and foreign key attributes, as they are only meaningful for relational databases -from the ER diagram of Figure 4 above into an OWL model that uses the ODM profile can be done in different ways. In order to simplify the development of the OWL2EA tool the authors decided to use stereotyped UML classes for all the ER constructs, i.e., entities, relationships, and attributes.
This means that base attributes are represented as UML classes with the «datatypeProperty» stereotype connected via dependencies that indicate the class that is their «rdfsDomain» and the «rdfsDatatype» that comprises their «rdfsRange», instead of being depicted as typical class properties in standard UML class diagrams. Similarly, the relationships are represented as classes stereotyped as «objectProperty» with dependencies that indicate the class that is their «rdfsDomain» and the class that is their «rdfsRange», instead of the graphical UML element for class associations. Figure 5 also shows, besides the «rdfsDomain» and «rdfsRange» dependencies for all the stereotyped classes mentioned above, three additional features. The first is the presence of a number of UML classes with the «UnionClass» stereotype. These classes are introduced in the model to handle the fact that many JC3IEDM relationships are not uniquely named. In other words, a relationship such as is-the-object-of appears in the JC3IEDM not only between ObjectItem and ObjectAssociation but also between other double-associative entities. When that is the case, the multiple classes that comprise either the «rdfsDomain» or the «rdfsRange» of the «objectProperty» are clustered under a class stereotyped as «UnionClass». One could envision renaming each of the ER relationships to eliminate the need for the classes with the «UnionClass» stereotype, but this would represent a change in the current semantics that appear to say that the role of object in an association is independent of the nature of the instances being associated. Whether or not this has operational impact needs to be further explored.
The second feature worth mentioning relates to the presence of classes with the «owlRestriction» stereotype. These classes are used to express more precisely how instances of the «rdfsDomain» or the «rdfsRange» of an «objectProperty» stand to each other through the use of OWL value constraints. In Figure 5 each «owlRestriction» is connected via a dependency with stereotype «onProperty» to the pertinent «objectProperty» and has a dependency with the stereotype «allValuesFrom» pointing to the «owlClass» that serves as the «rdfsRange» of the «objectProperty».
The third feature shown in Figure 5 , and the one that is least familiar to individuals trained in ER or even UML modeling techniques, pertains to the fact that restrictions in OWL such as the one discussed in the previous paragraph are understood as defining an anonymous class of individuals x for which it holds that if the pair (x,y) is an instance of P (the property concerned), then y should be an instance of the class description or a value in the data range.
A somewhat simplified way of looking at this is to consider an «objectProperty» such as hasColor having the «owlClass» Tank as its «rdfsDomain» and the «owlClass» GreenColor as its «rdfsRange». If in such a model one were to define a value constraint «allValuesFrom» pointing to «owlClass» GreenColor this would create an anonymous class comprising all the things whose color is some shade of green, and Tank would obviously be a subclass of such an anonymous class. Figure 5 above, therefore, shows that ObjectItem is a subclass of two classes with the «owlRestriction» stereotype that assert an OWL universal quantification restriction «allValuesFrom» with respect to the instances of «objectProperty» corresponding to isTheSubjectOf and isTheObjectOf. (In OWL, such classes are by definition anonymous. The «owlRestriction» classes in Figure 5 have names, but we use them to facilitate navigating the UML model. Our interpretation of the profile treats anything stereotyped «owlRestriction» -or «UnionClass», or several other classes not in Figure 5 -as anonymous.)
The last point worth mentioning with regard to the modeling choices made when creating the JC3IEDM OWL representation in UML used in this paper concerns the treatment of those entity attributes that in the original specification have enumerated domains.
As shown in Figure 6 below such attributes are represented as classes with the «datatypeProperty» stereotype but instead of having an «rdfsRange» whose head is an «rdfsDatatype» corresponding to a primitive data type such as string, or decimal, they have user-defined data types. For simplicity the names of those data types are derived from the name of the respective «datatypeProperty».
Figure 6. OWL Representation of the JC3IEDM ObjectItemAssociation Construct
As shown in Figure 7 below, the actual enumerations are anonymous classes with the «DataEnumeration» stereotype. The «rdfsDatatype» points to them using a dependency with stereotype «equivalentDatatype».
The enumeration classes themselves point to the actual values using dependencies with the «oneOf» stereotype. These values are UML instance specifications with the stereotype «plainLiteral», ODM's means for representing natural language in RDF 1.0.
Figure 7. Treatment of Enumerated Domains in the JC3IEDM OWL Model
In our model, the lexical form of an instance of «plainLiteral» is stored as a tagged value if it is at most 256 characters long; otherwise, it is stored as a comment. Figure 8 below shows that the class Literal08631 has the lexical form "Consumes." In addition, the model also indicates that the language for the tagged value is English.
Figure 8. Associated Tagged Values
We also note that the MIRD2OWL tool, as part of the JC3IEDM conversion from its ER specification to the corresponding OWL specification, removes all the attributes that serve as subtype discriminants and makes classes out of all the values in their respective enumerated domains. This is the reason why there is only one «datatypeProperty» shown for ObjectItem in Figure 5 above, since its attribute category-code depicted in Figure 4 is such a subtype discriminant.
GENERATING AN RDBMS PSM OUT OF THE JC3IEDM OWL PIM
For demonstrating that the JC3IEDM OWL ontology can serve as a PIM in the context of the MDA software design approach our team wrote a QVT script [13] to convert the JC3IEDM OWL PIM discussed in the previous section into a model that employs the UML profile for relational databases, as implemented in SPARX EA.
The application of the relational database QVT script to the JC3IEDM PIM written in OWL produces a PSM that expresses the original OWL classes shown in Figure 5 , Figure 6 , and Figure 7 above as new UML classes that use a relational database profile. Figure 9 below shows an image from the diagram generated in SPARX EA. The icon in the upper right corner of each class denotes that the class is a table. The attributes have the «column» stereotype. In addition, the transformation adds both primary and foreign keys highlighted by the PK and FK adornments prefixed to the corresponding attributes. Finally, the data types for each of the attributes are also added by the QVT script when processing each OWL class.
Figure 10. SPARX EA Interface for DDL Generation
Inspection of the model shows the following characteristics, all chosen to reduce both the effort required to create the QVT script, as well as the time to carry out the transformation:
• All resulting relational database (DB) classes are modeled as independent entities, i.e., they do not have composite keys arising from identifying relationships. In other words, all relationships among the relational DB classes are modeled as non-identifying. • All the names of the relational DB classes and their attributes are identical to those of the corresponding OWL classes and to those of their data properties respectively, with the exception of the primary keys which are generated by adding the string "EID" to the name of the relational DB class. • The number of data types supported is more limited than in the current JC3IEDM specifications.
The final step in the MDA process is the generation of a DDL script out of the PSM. This script can be used as input to a DBMS to create a relational physical schema. With the UML modeling tool chosen for the analysis, namely, SPARX EA, it is possible, using its Generate Data Definition Language (DDL) capability, to produce the SQL script out of the tables specified in the PSM previously described. Figure 10 above shows the interface that allows the user to control the features to include in the SQL script. In addition to the choice of target servers, the user can also add or remove DROP TABLE statements, have all the tables and attribute names enclosed in quotes to avoid conflict with reserved words used by the target server, and select either all or only specific tables for which to generate the SQL script. Figure 11 above shows a portion of the output SQL script for the subview corresponding to ObjectItemStructure specification shown in Figure 10 . Running this script in the relational database server MySQL creates the physical schema that enables a user to store and retrieve data conforming to the vocabulary of the JC3IEDM.
GENERATING AN XSD PSM OUT OF THE JC3IEDM OWL PIM
A precondition for establishing interoperability is deciding on the languages and technologies for exchanging information. XML is a popular language, well supported by technologies such as XSD and by many free, open source tools.
To assess the maturity and flexibility of our approach, our team developed a second mapping that converts the JC3IEDM OWL PIM into an XSD model. Such a mapping would help ensure the correctness of JC3IEDM-related messages that a system publishes or receives.
This section describes the details of the transformation. It covers the mapping's goals, the use of supporting technologies -in particular, the National Information Exchange Model (NIEM) [14] -the QVT script used to implement the mapping, and the utility of the resulting XSD.
GOALS
The goals for the XSD PSM may be summarized as follows:
• Support interoperability among DoD systems. DoD needs technologies that are simple and inexpensive. XML-based message exchanges satisfy both of these needs. • Improve information consistency and correctness. Any steps that can be taken toward ensuring that information is transmitted in a format that other systems can recognize and interpret should be seen as positive. Moreover, the ability to determine whether or not a received message is wellformed allows a system to immediately reject invalid data. XSD conformant messages, though not necessarily semantically correct, can still be guaranteed to possess certain properties that a receiving system would otherwise need to check.
• Demonstrate the value of Model Driven Architecture in XML-based message exchange.
Mechanical generation of an XSD from an OWL-based PIM proves that semantic technology-based systems can transmit XML-based messages with relatively low implementation cost.
USE OF NIEM
The simplest mapping approach would have been to map each OWL class to an XSD element. Class ObjectItem would map to an element something like the following: <xsd:element name="ObjectItem"> <xsd:complexType> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element name="objectItemNameText" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> <xsd:element name="isGeometricallyDefinedThrough" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" type="ObjectItemLocation"/> … </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> </xsd:element> However, that would yield an XSD tailored exclusively to JC3IEDM-based exchanges. A schema that used XSD constructs found in schemas used by (or anticipated to be used by) other DoD systems would be more likely to reduce the costs of implementing interoperability because developers could reuse code for marshaling and unmarshaling those constructs. DoD has decided to pursue NIEM-based message exchanges. [15] NIEM promotes use of a standard set of XSD constructs, which fits in with IDA's view of how best to meet interoperability needs. If the XSD PSM for JC3IEDM uses and extends NIEM constructs, systems that already process those constructs will not need to start from scratch when implementing JC3IEDM-based message transmission.
NIEM NAMING AND DESIGN RULES
The decision to use NIEM immediately introduces a new requirement. NIEM has an extensive set of naming and design rules [16] that dictate how to design and implement NIEM-conformant schemas. The rules, which run to several hundred printed pages, contain more detail than can be presented here; however, it is worth mentioning the following:
• NIEM does not allow anonymous types. The fragment presented above would be invalid, because the (complex) type is anonymous. It would have to be rewritten as follows:
<xsd:element name="ObjectItem" type="ObjectItemType"/> <xsd:complexType name="ObjectItemType"> … </xsd:complexType>
• NIEM does not allow nested elements. The fragment above, which nests objectItemNameText and isGeometricallyDefinedThrough, would be invalid. The representation of the ObjectItem's name would need to be rewritten as:
<xsd:element name="ObjectItem" type="ObjectItemType"/> <xsd:complexType name="ObjectItemType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element ref="ObjectItemNameText" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> … </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> <xsd:element name="ObjectItemNameText" type="xsd:string"/> The referenced element name now begins with a capital letter, consistent with NIEM rules.
• NIEM encourages extending an existing type, in particular its ComplexObjectType. Accordingly, a better specification of ObjectItemType would be:
<xsd:complexType name="ObjectItemType"> <xsd:complexContent> <xsd:extension base="s:ComplexObjectType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element ref="ObjectItemNameText" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> … </xsd:sequence> </xsd:extension> </xsd:complexContent> </xsd:complexType> ComplexObjectType includes some standard attributes for identification and metadata.
• NIEM represents associations as extensions of element Association and complex type
AssociationType, the latter being an extension of ComplexObjectType. The association between ObjectItem and ObjectItemLocation could be expressed as:
<xsd:element name="ObjectItemLocationAssociation" type="ObjectItemLocationAssociationType"/> <xsd:complexType name="ObjectItemLocationAssociationType"> <xsd:complexContent> <xsd:extension base="nc:AssociationType"> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element ref="ObjectItem" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> <xsd:element ref="ObjectItemLocation" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> … </xsd:sequence> </xsd:extension> </xsd:complexContent> </xsd:complexType> 6.4 NIEM SCHEMA PACKAGING NIEM is a very large specification. Its core contains hundreds of XSD elements and types. Its domains contain even more elements. No one expects that a single system will recognize every NIEM constructthe implementation effort would be prohibitive. Instead, NIEM includes a schema subset generation tool. [17] This tool extracts exactly those constructs needed to support a particular message exchange. The resulting schema has a manageable size.
When an organization decides to use NIEM to transmit messages, it must determine the messages it wishes to transmit and express them using an Information Exchange Package Documentation (IEPD) artifact. An IEPD includes the following components:
• Subset schema: Constructs from NIEM and its domains; as the name implies the constructs are a subset of those available, specifically the subset needed to support the organization's messaging needs. • Extension schema: Constructs that are not in NIEM but which the organization needs. These extend NIEM constructs in the subset schema. • Exchange schema: One or more schemas, each of which specifies the constructs in, and format of, a specific message the organization intends to transmit.
THE QVT FOR GENERATING THE XSD MODEL
The transformation from the OWL PIM to a NIEM conformant XSD is written in QVT. The input is the JC3IEDM OWL PIM, in the format written by the OWL2EA tool. The output is a UML model that uses stereotypes and tagged values from an XSD profile implemented by SPARX EA, the CASE tool selected by the IDA team for the analysis.
The transformation behaves as follows:
• Each class C in the JC3IEDM PIM -that is, a UML element whose stereotype is «owlClass» -is mapped to a pair of UML elements in the target XSD PSM. One element, whose name is the same as C's name, is stereotyped «XSDtopLevelElement». The other, whose name is C's suffixed with "Type," is stereotyped «XSDcomplexType» and is the type of the first element. If the only OWL class C extends is MIRDClass, then the type element extends ComplexObjectType. Otherwise, it extends the type generated for C's supertype. (JC3IEDM uses single inheritance and so maps directly to XSD's typing model.) • Each datatype property D in the PIM -that is, a UML element whose stereotype is «datatypeProperty» -is mapped to a pair of UML elements. One element, whose name is D's with the first letter capitalized, is stereotyped «XSDtopLevelElement». The other, whose name is D's suffixed with "Type," is stereotyped «XSDcomplexType», and is the type of the first element. If D's type is a primitive type (string, decimal, Boolean, or date), the second element extends one of NIEM's complex types for primitive types. If D's type is an enumeration, the second element extends a simple type that is an enumeration of the possible values for D. Furthermore, if the domain of D is the set of classes {C 1 ,C 2 , … }, then each corresponding C i type in the PSM has an attribute whose type is the first element.
• Each object property O in the PIM -that is, a UML element whose stereotype is «objectProperty»
-is mapped to a pair of UML elements. One element, whose name is O's with the first letter capitalized, is stereotyped «XSDtopLevelElement». The other, whose name is O's suffixed with "Type," is stereotyped «XSDcomplexType», and is the type of the first element. The first element is substitutable for NIEM's element Association: it has a dependency relationship to an Association stereotyped «XSDsubstitutionGroup». The second element extends NIEM's complex type AssociationType.
The QVT is written as five distinct transformations, making use of QVT's "extends" capability for transformation extension and reuse. One of these transformations concerns the JC3IEDM. The other four express NIEM elements and their transformation. The NIEM-related transformations provide only a basic coverage; specifically, they support only those constructs needed to implement the JC3IEDM-related transformation. With additional resources they could be readily expanded to include remaining NIEM constructs.
The transformations were written with schema subset generation in mind. As mentioned above, it is neither desirable nor practical for an exchange schema to include all of NIEM. The transformations are structured such that it is possible to include exactly the set of NIEM elements necessary to support a particular message exchange. Whether the approach used will work in all cases remains to be seen. The NIEM transformations correspond to NIEM namespaces: core, structures, proxy, and appinfo. The schemas for these namespaces use XSD's "import" construct. One schema may import zero or more other schemas, and schema importation may be circular. QVT's extension mechanism, by contrast, allows a transformation to extend at most one other transformation, and it is an error to have a circular transformation structure. It is not known at this time whether the current transformation structure can model all of NIEM.
The transformation only uses the highest-level NIEM constructs. JC3IEDM-related complex types extend NIEM's ComplexObjectType. There is no use of NIEM's Person/PersonType, Facility/FacilityType, and other constructs that arguably could represent a mapping for JC3IEDM's Person and Facility classes. Resource constraints imposed this limitation. Determining whether a NIEM construct is truly a good match for a data object is not as straightforward as it might seem. Nevertheless, the transformation as implemented does allow for the use of many fundamental NIEM constructs, and our team is of the opinion that it sufficiently demonstrates the validity of the MDA-based approach. The IDA team also believes that, given time and resources, it could perform an analysis of whether JC3IEDM OWL PIM elements can be expressed using other NIEM constructs and could use the output of those assessments to build the required elementto-construct mappings in QVT.
THE RESULTING XSD MODEL
As mentioned above, executing the transformation yields a UML model with stereotypes and tagged values from an XSD profile. The UML model is currently targeted to the SPARX EA tool. Figure 12 shows an example of the transformation. The Location class has been transformed into a top-level element and complex type. The complex type extends structures.xsd::ComplexObjectType, which has three attributes.
Figure 12. Transformation of Location Class to XSD PSM
Figure 13. Object Property hasGeometricDefinitionFrom
As is mandated by NIEM naming and design rules, the attributes are specified by reference to top-level attributes. The referenced attribute is established by the attribute's type (this is SPARX EA's standard). Figure 12 shows the class name prefixed by its package name (structures.xsd), for reasons that are explained below. stereotyped «XSDschema»). If an element in niem has a relationship to an element in another package (in Figure 14 , LocationReference generalizes ReferenceType in the structures.xsd package), Enterprise Architect generates multiple XSD files, one for each package. In this way it can maintain the import structure used in NIEM. SPARX EA does not implement all features of XSD. The QVT transformation uses substitution groups. Enterprise Architect does not recognize substitution groups. So far, this is the only XSD feature IDA has encountered that Enterprise Architect does not translate. NIEM-conformant schemas sometimes use substitution groups, so users should be aware of their absence.
SEMANTIC MODELING VS. DATA MODELING
The preceding sections provide support for the claim that a semantic model written in OWL via the ODM profile can serve as a PIM in the context of the MDA approach. Users can, therefore, switch to semantic models for their business domains without forfeiting any of the advantages that the traditional modeling techniques already offer. This being the case, the remaining question is whether from a modeling perspective the new paradigm offers a clear advantage versus the more traditional approach. This section highlights two of the key advantages that semantic modeling offers vis-à-vis traditional data modeling.
• Enhanced Data Interoperability. Data modeling tends to focus on how data is used within process threads. It also tightly couples entities to their attributes, as well as entities to entities through the specified relationships. Lastly, it tends to be more closely bound to its underlying implementation technology, namely, the relational database management system (RDBMS). These characteristics often result in specifications with a low degree of data interoperability. By contrast, semantic modeling is focused on the specification of what the data means. Allowing the treatment of attributes, as well as relationships among classes, as specialized classes in their own right makes it easier to adopt a more generic approach to the attribution of the objects of interest and how those objects are related to each other. Lastly, because in semantic modeling subtyping is not only possible for objects but also for relationships, and equivalence between classes can be explicitly stated, the federation of models from diverse domains can be readily accomplished, and a high degree of data interoperability can be achieved with substantially lower levels of effort. • Native Support for Automated Reasoning. Semantic models written in languages such as OWL offer immediate support for the application of inference engines not only at the instance level -the A-Box level, but also at the definitional level -the T-Box level. This is because the definition of the sets that correspond to classes in semantic models is intentional, whereas in relational data models the sets are operational only when they are populated, i.e., any SELECT query executed against an empty physical schema in a relational database always returns an empty data set. By contrast inference engines operating on a semantic model can generate additional information regarding the subtyping of classes, their internal logical consistency, etc.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates the feasibility of applying the MDA approach to UML models written in OWL using the ODM profile. As CASE tools continue to improve their support for the application of the MDA technologies we expect, and sincerely hope, that they will facilitate the migration of legacy specifications, the generation and execution of QVT scripts, and the widespread use of sematic modeling as the dominant paradigm. • Ability to model information more flexibly than with standard ER notation, and, at the same time, be able to leverage the gains provided by the application of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach 
